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Case for interoperability as ALMA off-line 1. introdution

Abstrat

In this memo we argue that interoperability between the existing radio-interferometry pakages

provides a fast, robust, exible, omplete, and user-friendly data redution pakage for ALMA. We

disuss the meaning of these terms from the point of view of the end-user, the data redution speialist,

and the pakage maintainer, and show that an open software environment provides a ost e�etive,

exible, and sienti�ally more valuable data proessing environment than a monolithi data redution

pakage. We disuss our �rst steps toward interoperation with MIRIAD and GILDAS using python as a

ommand line interfae.

For a few years, python has been a natural andidate for the ommand line interfae both inside and

outside ALMA. This is the �rst step toward interoperability. We now suggest that ALMA should think

about its data formats (both native and exhange) with the ommunity to promote interoperability.

1 Introdution

In a ompanion memo, we disussed three state-of-art data redution pakages (DRP) for � mm radio

interferometry. To do this, we presented the results of evaluations of the GILDAS and MIRIAD software

pakages following the same template that was used for the AIPS++ audit for ompliane with the ALMA

O�ine Data Proessing Requirements (SSR). Those evaluations show that about 2/3 of the SSR require-

ments are ful�lled by eah data redution pakage, and almost 90% are ful�lled if we use existing software

from all three pakages. Moreover, GILDAS and MIRIAD summarize almost 15 years of experiene in � mm

radio interferometry and will ontinue to bene�t from daily onfrontation with real � mm data over the

next 10 years of ALMA onstrution. A natural onlusion is that ALMA would greatly bene�t by using

software from the existing pakages whih were designed for � mm arrays.

The ideal o�-line pakage for an instrument should at least be fast, robust, exible, omplete and

user-friendly. This mixture of properties is diÆult to ahieve beause they an be ontraditory. Indeed,

ompromises between these properties are often made to build a real o�-line pakage. We argue in this

memo that interoperability between the existing radio-interferometry pakages is a ost eÆient way to

redue the magnitude of the trade-o�s. By interoperability, we mean the possibility to do the required data

redution steps (i.e. data editing, alibration, imaging, data analysis and publiation plots or any part of

them) oded into di�erent pakages from the same Command Line Interfae (CLI) and/or Graphial User

Interfae (GUI).

In setion 2, we desribe i) how the needs of an o�-line pakage an be ontraditory and ii) how

interoperability an help. In setion 3, we then analyze what is required to ahieve interoperability. In

setion 4, we desribe the steps urrently undertaken to interoperate two data redution pakages adapted

to urrent � mm arrays, namely GILDAS and MIRIAD. We �nally suggest that the data format (both

ontent and implementation) should be widely agreed upon by the ommunity as this greatly failitates

interoperability.

2 Why interoperate?

There are two models for o�-line data proessing: a monolithi DRP able to handle many instruments, or

an open software environment whih uses parts of software dediated to solve partiular problems.

2.1 The needs of an o�-line pakage

Three kinds of ators must interat around a data redution pakage:

End-users, astronomers who just want to use the DRP to make siene from their data;

Redution speialists, usually astronomers who tune existing algorithms for use in the data proessing

for a spei� instrument, or design new data redution algorithms for new observing modes;

Pakage maintainers, usually software engineers.
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Case for interoperability as ALMA off-line 2. why interoperate?

The frontier between these three kinds of ators is blurred and it may be that the same person is in turn

end-user, data redution speialist and maintainer. However this lassi�ation is useful as it allows us to

illustrate the di�erent meanings that fast, robust, exible, omplete and user-friendly may have depending

on the point of view. This is important as it enables the reader to see how di�erent ompromises an

a�et eah kind of ator.

Fast As we are dealing with the o�-line, we will look at the speed problem only from the point of view

of interative use. The speed of data redution steps may be traded-o� against ease of maintenane or

generality. The value of speed depends on i) the atual time that the data redution step takes and ii)

the number of times this step will be repeated. Indeed speed is never a problem when data redution

steps take only seonds. However, as an order of magnitude, for small (i.e. ontinuum) data sets of

ALMA+ACA omplexity, deonvolution typially takes 15 minutes inside GILDAS on today's standard

PCs (f. ALMA memo 398). In suh an example, an inrease of a fator 2 in speed would enable us to

make 8 tests (or spetral hannels) in an hour ompared to only 4 in the urrent situation. Suh a fator

2 is an essential gain for the redution speialist who will have to repeat this step a large number of times

to tune an algorithm. This is also an important gain for end-users who will probably redue their data

at the Regional Support Centers where performane and throughput are important fators in optimizing

the siene. With a faster DRP, users an redue their data more quikly, and are able to analyze their

data more thoroughly. At some point, omputing speed always limits the siene. A projet that takes

2 months to analyze is less likely to get done than if it took only one month. A user would only be able

to analyze 2048 spetral hannels, even though 4096 were reorded and the unanalyzed data had weak

spetral lines. Et. We also argue that benhmarking on standard PCs is the most relevant for redution

speialists as they do not always have a powerful, expensive omputer.

Robust End-users expet preditable behavior from the DRP, i.e. it should always orretly �lter out

the mistakes an end-user might make. Redution speialists want to use the software in unexpeted ways.

They thus expet that the robust software is not making unneessary assumptions (on its input for instane)

whih will lead to bugs if violated. Finally, maintainers are responsible for the pakage robustness. This

may lead them to impose a limiting number of programming languages to ease maintenane.

Complete/Flexible The ompleteness of a DRP is linked to its exibility and generality. End-users

want all the needed steps already to exist and be easily reahable. Redution speialists want exibility

in the available tools to be able to reate missing funtionalities, verify results, and implement new ideas.

Maintainers want to provide very general tools as every operation will then be possible from a small

number of tools. This last sheme has two drawbaks: i) general tools are often also very abstrat, whih

make them more diÆult to learn for the end-users and ii) generalities prohibit intelligent approximations

whih an simplify and greatly speed up redution algorithms without lost of orretness in the results.

For example, general tools may prohibit approximations that lead to errors muh smaller than the noise

level.

User-friendly For the end-users, a friendly DRP must have good ookbooks and good heuristis. Intel-

ligent sripts should know enough about the instrument and the urrent standard observing mode to guess

orret input parameters for most of the algorithms used in the redution. This would allow an end-user

to push only one button per oneptual step of the data redution. There should be simple ways to hange

automated hoies, a good visualization of data and probably an intuitive GUI to guide users through

all the possibilities. The redution speialist will want good doumentation of the basi tools, an easy

interation with the data through an eÆient CLI and the possibility to quikly inlude new algorithms

written in the language he/she is omfortable with into the overall arhiteture.
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Case for interoperability as ALMA off-line 3. key points

2.2 How interoperability helps

As de�ned in the introdution, interoperability will help the end-user, the redution speialist and the

pakage maintainer.

End-users The usual approah for end-users is to alibrate and edit the data in the pakage whih was

designed for eah spei� instrument, image and deonvolve in a pakage whih has the needed funtionality

(mosaiing, deonvolution algorithms, and speed), and sienti�ally analyze the data in a pakage whih

is omfortable and familiar. The end-users inrease the yield of their data analysis when they are able to

make the best use of eah pakage and avoid loosing time by using software they know.

Redution speialists Interoperability an help redution speialists in three ways. First, it allows re-

dution speialists with di�erent bakgrounds to progressively disover other pakages and funtionalities.

Seond, interoperability onsiderably failitates omparison between di�erent methods of data redution

as it avoids reoding everything in a given environment. Indeed, omparison is an important step in

seleting the most suitable methods. Phase I of the AIPS++ reuse test showed the diÆulty of reoding

working algorithms. The ease of omparing data proessing will also lead to improved algorithms as the

redution speialists will tinker with the ode again, whih they would normally not bother with. Third,

interoperability allows ALMA outsiders who are familiar with one of the interoperating DRP to ontribute

new algorithms. This is partiularly ritial for ALMA where resoures devoted to data proessing are

sare.

Pakage maintainers Maintainers also gain from interoperability as their work-load is distributed

among the di�erent pakage maintainers. For instane, oming from � m interferometry, AIPS++ has

good alibration algorithms for high Signal-to-Noise Ratio observations while the pakages urrently used

for � mm interferometry have alibration algorithms adapted to low SNR observations. Although, those

alibration algorithms are oded with very di�erent tehnology, interoperability allows the maintainers to

o�er both possibilities to the ALMA users, without extra work and software maintenane.

Finally, the ustom pakages needed to redue speial observing modes (e.g. VLBI and pulsar obser-

vation) ould also �t in this piture.

3 Key points for interoperability suess

Interoperability may be thought at di�erent levels depending on the size of redution steps that may be

interhanged from one DRP to another. The two extreme levels are:

Weak interoperability A typial example here is to do the whole alibration in one pakage, imaging

in a seond one, and data analysis and publiation plots in a third one. In this ase of limited

interoperability, only an exhange data format is needed.

Strong interoperability For example, gain and bandpass alibration ould be done in GILDAS, polar-

ization alibration and imaging in MIRIAD, and the deonvolution methods of eah pakage ould

then be tried in turn.

Between those two extremes, a ontinuum of interoperability modes are possible. However, strong inter-

operability is the one where most of the bene�ts of interoperability are obtained. In partiular, this brings

the maximum transpareny to the end-user. This is also the easiest way to ompare di�erent algorithms

for the same step of data redution. Three basis ingredients are needed to enable strong interoperability.

Same ommand line interfae All DRP should use the same CLI. Indeed, over the ALMA life-time

and more partiularly during early siene, the standard observing modes and the assoiated redution

sripts will evolve. It is thus advisable to have a CLI as primary user interfae and to build simple GUIs

around the sripts instead of diretly hardwiring the GUI to the underlying ode.
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Case for interoperability as ALMA off-line 4. urrent efforts

Same basi steps of redution The smaller the size of the basi redution steps that an be inter-

hanged with other DRPs, the stronger the interoperability. All pakages must ideally have the same

understanding of the basi steps of the data redution: i.e. they must take the same input and give the

same output information. This is the only way to be able to interhange redution steps from one pakage

to another.

Same native data format Finally, the most important point is to share the same native data format,

�rst in ontent (as this is a pre-requisite of the previous point) and, if possible, also in implementation.

Di�erent implementations an be aomodated provided adequate mehanisms are implemented for ross-

aess between the pakages. This has nevertheless a ost, at least in maintenane. If the implementations

are too di�erent, one will need to resort to dediated �llers whih will have a ost in eÆieny and will

derease the exibility of interoperability.

A thorough examination of the data formats (both native and exhange) used by ALMA should be

engaged with interoperability in mind. Here are a few more thoughts on this point. Two data models are

in ompetition:

� A \universal" data format from alibration, to data analysis through imaging. This model is on-

eptually appealing as all the information about the data is stored in the same struture.

� \Dediated" formats for eah step (e.g. raw data, alibration, imaging). In this sheme, muh better

optimization in input/output aess are possible. The information available at eah redution step

is limited to what is generally required to perform it. This ould be a problem, but it is not serious

beause all the information is stored in the arhive and an be obtained if needed.

The data strutures should be exible. Throughout the lifetime of ALMA, and espeially during the

development phase, as eah new frequeny band, orrelator system, or observing mode is developed, we

will need to modify the data strutures. It should also be easy for the user to attah their own information

to the data, suh as notes about the data redution logistis, reasons for hoies of methods, notes about

the soure struture, et.

4 Current e�orts made to interoperate GILDAS and MIRIAD

MIRIAD and GILDAS ompare very favorably in the tasks they do well, whih is the ore proessing required

for ALMA. These pakages have good doumentation, data seletion, imaging, mosaiing and deonvo-

lution algorithms. They are user friendly. They had to be as they were developed in an open market.

GILDAS does not yet handle polarization beause Plateau de Bure Interferometer is still single polarization.

MIRIAD is weak in data analysis beause the original BIMA deision was to onentrate on the ore fun-

tionalities and to interoperate (although the expression was not oined in 1988), using other pakages for

data analysis. It seemed thus natural to make the needed e�orts to start interoperation of both pakages.

This ould serve as a proof-of-onept of interoperability bene�ts.

The �rst steps toward interoperation is to be able to interat with both pakages from the same CLI.

python has been hosen as this is the urrent baseline CLI for ALMA software. Interation with python

brings di�erent hallenges in both pakage. We have nevertheless started to gain experiene: a few standard

examples of MIRIAD sripts have been onverted to python, and GILDAS is able to make a full alibration

of Plateau de Bure data inside python. In both ases, the urrent solution is not satisfatory as i) it does

not give atomi aess to the underlying libraries and ii) it gives only indiret aess to the visibilities.

Studies ontinue and we are on�dent that we will �nd a user-friendly solution for both pakages.

The seond step is to use di�erent algorithms from both pakages inside the same python interfae to

redue the same data from alibration to data analysis. As the GILDAS and MIRIAD internal data formats

are di�erent, we deided to �rst try weak interoperability, i.e. alibrate PdBI data in GILDAS, image in

MIRIAD and then analyse the result in GILDAS. Data exhange is made through FITS. In the longer term,

we envisage that we will be able to read MIRIAD data formats diretly into GILDAS and vie versa.
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Case for interoperability as ALMA off-line 5. onlusion and suggestion

Our goal is to make available to the ommunity a fully working but limited example by end of summer

2003.

5 Conlusion and suggestion

The way the o�-line audit has been designed impliitely assumes a single global solution for all ALMA data

redution needs. In pratie astronomers today use a variety of pakages for their private data analysis.

It is quite usual for astronomers to alibrate data in one pakage, image in another and analyse their data

in a software pakage whih they �nd omfortable.

It is vital for the suess of the ALMA projet that other software developers, partiularly astronomers

with innovative experiments and software, have easy aess to ALMA data proessing. Partile physi-

ists an bring speial bak-end experiments to international aelerators, but it is inreasingly diÆult

to inorporate user-hardware with arrays of antennas. Software is one of the few things astronomers an

ontribute, and should be helped to ontribute, to ALMA. Indeed, in radio interferometry, utting-edge

disoveries are made using observing modes to the limit of the instrument. The analysis of suh obser-

vations often requires speial redution algorithms that depends on the sienti� goals. Interoperable

software should failitate integrating user software into the data redution pipelines and o�ine proessing.

The ALMA projet is implementing today the mehanisms that will help the users to make best use

of the instrument. We believe that software interoperability will maximise the siene that the telesope

produes beause i) it maximises the user eÆieny in daily usage and ii) it helps innovative experiments

to happen. However, to be a suess, interoperability must be implemented early on and use simple

tehniques. For a few years, python has been a natural andidate for a CLI both inside and outside

ALMA. This is the �rst step toward interoperability. We now suggest that ALMA should think about its

data formats (both native and exhange) with the ommunity to promote interoperability.
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